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ADDRESS OF JOHN PAUL II
TO THE MEMBERS

OF THE "PAVE THE WAY FOUNDATION"

Tuesday, 18 January 2005

Dear Friends,

With affection I greet the members of the "Pave the Way Foundation" on your visit to the
Vatican, and I thank Mr. Krupp for the kind words which he has addressed to me on your
behalf.

This year we will be celebrating the fortieth anniversary of the Second Vatican Council’s
Declaration Nostra Aetate, which has significantly contributed to the strengthening of
Jewish-Catholic dialogue. May this be an occasion for renewed commitment to increased
understanding and cooperation in the service of building a world ever more firmly based on
respect for the divine image in every human being.

Upon all of you, I invoke the abundant blessings of the Almighty and, in particular, the gift
of peace. Shalom aleichem.

Copyright © Libreria Editrice Vaticana

Page 1 of 1Address to the members of the Pave the Way Foundation
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Sr. Margherita Marchione, MPF 
Religious Teachers Filippini 

455 Western Avenue 
Morristown, NJ 0 7960-4928 

Tel. 9 73-538-2886 (Ext. 11 6); FAX: 973-539-932 7 
e-mail: Sr. Margherita. Marchio~ieOA TT. NE T 

August 19,2006 
Gary L. Krupp, KCSG 
President 
Pave the Way Foundation 
350 5th Avenue, Suite 3805 
New York, NY 101 18 

Dear Gary, 
It is with sincere appreciation that I acknowledge your interest in my work on 

Pope Pius XI1 and the Catholic Church. In particular, I thank you wholeheartedly for your 
letter to the Board of Directors of Yad Vashem, dated June 7,2006, in an effort to correct the 
misrepresentation of the contribution of this Pontiff toward saving the lives of hundreds of 
thousands of Jews during the Holocaust. I believe there is a pattern of deliberate exclusion of 
the truth in the media. Only organizations like Pave the Way Foundation are in a position to 
counteract the past calumnies that have been presented to the general public. I want to assure 
you that Pius XI1 will bless your efforts to promote the truth. 

Jews firmly believe in justice and truth. They were unanimous in their praise of 
Pius XI1 and expressed their gratitude. I agree with you that the statement below the 
portrait of Pope Pius XI1 in Yad Vashem, must be repudiated. I t  is contrary to the truth and 
is unjust. With your insistence, I am sure Yad Vashem will correct the following errors 

t beneath this photo. My comments follow in italics: "Pius XII's reaction toward the killing of 
Jews during the period of the Holocaust is controversial. In 1933, as the Vatican Secretary of 
State, in order to maintain the rights of the Church in Germany, he signed a Concordat with 
the Nazi regime even at the price of recognizing the racist Nazi regime. When he was elected 
Pope in 1939, he put aside an encyclical against racism and anti-Semitism prepared by his 
predecessor." Pius XI;I wrote his own encyclical, Summi Pontzj?catus, which did deal with 
racism. "Although reports about the assassination of Jews reached the Vatican, the Pope did 
not protest either by speaking out or in writing." This is not true. Whenever Pius XII spoke 
out, there was immediate retaliation by the Nazis. There were more than 60 protests! "In 
December of 1942, he did not participate in the condemnation by members of the Allies 
regarding the killing of Jews. Even when the Jews were being deported from Rome to 
Auschwitz, the Pope did not intervene." The Pope did indeed intervene. Aper thatfirst day, the 
SS were ordered to stop the deportation of the Jews in Rome. "He maintained a neutral position 
except toward the end of the war when he appealed on behalf of the government of Hungary 
and of Slovakia. His silence and the absence of directives obliged the clergy in Europe to 
decide independently how they should behave toward the persecuted Jews." This is not true. 
Members of the Church were ordered to protect all refugees and Jews. 

Again, I thank you and Pave the Way Foundation. With kind regards, I am 

Affectionately, 

_kh-$"-%d- 
Sr. Margherita Marchione, Ph.D. 





SECRETARIAT OF STATE

No. 46.082

Dear Mr. Krupp,

From the Vatican, 22 September 2006

I am writing to acknowledge the thoughtful greetings which you sent to me

following my appointment as Secretary of State to His Holiness Pope Benedict XVI.

I am grateful for the words of congratulatiops which you expressed and very much

appreciate the description which you gave me of the important work being done by Pave

the Way Foundation. Indeed Jews, and Christians share a rich common patrimony. In

many ways this distinguishes our relationship as unique among the world religions. The

Church can never forget the chosen people with whom God entered into a Holy Covenant

(cf. Nostrae Aetate, 4).

Thanking you for the support of the prayers offered for my intentions and assuring

you of a remembrance in my own prayers, I am

Yours sincerely,

Secretary of State

Mr. Gary L. Krupp KCSG
President

Pave the Way Foundation
The Empire State Building, suite 3805
350 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10118-7896





Prime Minister's Bureau
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Foreign Policy Adviser to the Prime Minister

June 28, 2007
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Mr. Gary L. Krupp KCSG
President: Pave The Way Foundation
253 W 35th St., 15th fu.
New York, NY 10001-1907
USA

Dear Mr. Krupp,

We acknowledge receipt of your fax dated June 6, 2007, and thank you for
taking the time to write to Prime Minister Ehud Olmert advising him of your
Foundation's worthy efforts to improve relations between the religions. We
heartily support your endeavors in this regard.

We also appreciate your warm words and compliments in regard to the
assistance and cooperation which you receive from the Ministry of Tourism, and
hope that you will continue to be in touch with them in your efforts to promote
and encourage tourism to Israel.

With warm greetings and best wishes from Jerusalem,

SllSelY'l{;
Shalom T ourgeman
Foreign Policy Adviser
to the Prime Minister

02-5633769 :0j79 ,02-6705353/2 :70 91919 D'7IUI" ,il"j7il ,3 179j7 'n,

3 Kaplan St. Hakirya, Jerusalem 91919. Israel. Tel: 972-2-6705353/2 Fax: 972-2-5633769



Prot.: 2006/0226/P-B741 
Vatican City, January 26,2006 

Members of the Templeton award committee, 

I was pleased to have been asked to write a letter of endorsement for Mr. Gary 
Krupp for application to the Templeton award. 

I have known Mr. Krupp for more than five years and during that time have come 
to know him as a man of dignity and determination. His vision extends far beyond 
himself and his personal interests, recognizing the value of cultural and religious 
differences and collaboration in achieving goals which bespeak the common good of all 
religions. Undaunted by history or improbability, Mr. Krupp pursues challenge with 
dialogue, personal conviction and sensitivity. 

The Vatican Library is noted for its collections which stem from all parts of the 
world and thus hold a history common to all of humanity. Mr. Krupp has been tireless in 
his efforts-to assist the Library in making these precious c o l l e c r i s r r s a v ~ b ~ l f i e a n s  - 

of photographic and facsimile reproductions, to a much larger population than those 
who would be able to consult the actual documents on the premises of the Library. 
Among other efforts, one of his most successful and advantageous for both the Library 
and for scholars in other parts of the world is the connection with and funding for the 
services of a company with is providing the exceptional photographic equipment and 
expertise to make photographic reproductions of the Vatican Library manuscripts 
collections. This effort was inaugurated with the reproduction of four Hebrew 
manuscripts, which are presently on exhibition in Jerusalem, also thanks to the 
extraordinary efforts of Mr. Gary Krupp. 

This is only one of many of Mr. Krupp's efforts, and successes in prompting 
relationships between the Catholic Church and the Jewish people. He is indeed to be 
commended. 

With my personal gratitude and appreciation, and as a clergyman of the Catholic 
Church, I fully support the bestowal of the Templeton award on Mr. Gary Krupp, in 
recognition of the goodness of God working through a committed individual. 

Don Raffaele Farina, sdb 
Prefect 

Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana - Cortile Belvedere - V-00120 CittA del Vaticano 
- Tel.--C39+06f,98794X- WWS3M~+397 /Q6-6988& '3%86  WU-42515 --E-,wmLp&~@b&kvadibk 
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PERMANENT OBSERVER MISSION 
OF TRE HOLY SEE 

TO THE U N ~ E D  NATIONS 

25 East 3 9  Stmt, New York, NY 1016-0903 
Phone (2 12) 370-7885 Pax (212) 370-9622 

e-mail; ofli~ho1ysccmission.org 

18 January 2006 

Dear Sirs: 

1 write this letter of endoisement for Mr. Gary I. Krupp for the application of the 
Templeton Award. 

1 have known Gary Krupp since my amval in Ncw York three years ago at my new 
post as the Pcrmiulent Observer ol' the Holy See Mission to the United Nations. Mr. 
Krupp has becn a friend o f  this Mission pre-dating my tenure. 

On 29 July 2000 Mr. Krupp, a Jewish man firom Long Island, New York, was 
honored by the late Pope John Paul I1 for his 18 years of work to benefit the hospital of 
Cma Soliitrvo della Sofcrenza (Italy), founded by St. Pio of Pietrelcina. Mr: Krupp was 
invested as a Knight Commander in the Pontifiwl Order of St. Gregory the Great, being 
one of seven Jewish men to be so honored. 

Mr. Krupp is an unassuming and extremely effective person who realized that his 
position as Jewish man of talent, good will, and openness could givc an impetus to the 
mutual understanding and cooperation betwccn religions. His vision goes beyond 
Catholic-Jewish dialogue. Last July, Mr. Krupp was invested into the Anglican Order of 
St. John for his efforts in being a conduit with the Protestant chwchcs. 

Gary and his wife Meredith, formed the Pave the Way Foundation to facilitate the . 
common message of benevolence of each faith to remove the misuse of religion to justify 
acts of violence, hatred and bigotry within each religion. According to Mr. Knrpp, this is 
the cause of cvery major conflict on ezuth. 

One of Mr. Krupp's first goal was to cooperate in removing any possible obstacles or , 

breaches of relations between Israel and the IIoly See. Re vigorously supported hitfix1 

Templeton Award Committee 
C/O Pave the Way Foundation 
The Empire State Bldg., Ste. 3805 
350 Fifth Avenue 
New Yurk, NY 101 18 
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negotiations when necessary, while lobbying international support for this effort. It is Mr, 
Krupp's conviction that if a good will gemre from one religion to another was initiated 
and completed, the gesture would open the opportunity to deliver the message of 
benevolence through the international media. This was accomplished with his initiating 
the largest Jewish audience in history to meet and thank the late Pope John Paul I1 for dl 
he had done for relations with the Jewish people. Conversely, hc initiated the first loan of 
Jewish manuscripts from the Vatican Library to the State of Israel. 

In light of the above, it is my great pleasure to add this endorsement for Mr. Gary I. 
Kmpp for the Templeton Award. 

If 1 can he of furthm assistance in this matter, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

With cordial regards and best wishes, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Archbishop ~elestind~igliore 
Apostolic Nuncio, Permanent Observer of the Holy See 

to the United Nations 



In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful 

835 Brush Hollow Road 
Westbury, New York 1 1590 
Phone: (516) 333-3495 Email: 1 icli@optonline.net 
Fax: (5 16) 333-732 1 Website: http:/www.icliny.org 

Sir/Madam: Feb lSt 2006 

I am writing in support of the application of Mr. Gary Krupp for the Templeton 
Award. I believe Gary deserves this recognition in view of his pioneering and 
innovative contribution in the area of using spirituality as a means to promote 
good and well being among the world's religions, and to advance learning about 
each other. 

I have met Gary at a variety of events and have been privileged to host him at 
the Islamic Center of Long Island in Westbury which is a thriving institution 
which has established the following vision and mission for its rapidly expanding 
community of Muslims on Long Island, New York. 

ICLI Vision: 

To be a center of excellence for developing and sustaining a vibrant Islamic 
community and a nurturing environment for the society at large. 

Mission of ICLI: 

To serve and engage Muslims by promoting the progressive values and teaching of 
Islam and to advocate inter-faith harmony in a multicultural environment in 
accordance with the Holy Qur'an and Sunnah. 

Gary's contributions are indeed remarkable and deserve recognition, he has a 
unique achievement in that as someone of Jewish faith he was honored by Pope John 
Paul 11. Not a particularly wealthy man, not an educator, a scholar, or a 
diplomat, he is a simple man who realized that his position as a Jewish man, 
within the Papal household, could effect some very important changes, with this 
enormous vision Gary and his wife Meredith, decided to change the direction of 
their lives and use their unique position to change the course of events between 
the worlds' religions. Mr. and Mrs. Krupp formed Pave the Way Foundation to 
effect his vision of the commonality that exists between the world's religions. 
They use the common message of the true benevolence of each faith, to affect the 
overall goal that the religions, universally, must act to remove incorrect use as 
a tool of religious dogma and the intentional misinterpretations of holy text, to 
justify acts of violence, hatred and bigotry, within each religion. This, Mr. 
Krupp believes, is the cause of every major conflict on earth. How can such a 
monumental task be accomplished? Well sometimes the easiest and the simplest way 
will accomplish great things. Gary has proven this and, if his 



In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Mercihl 

methodology becomes a format for dealing with the world's problems, I'm convinced 
that solutions, to some of the international problems, would be achieved. We the 
members of the Islamic Center of Long Island have directly benefited from Gary's 
ground breaking interfaith outreach. He invited the ICLI community to participate 
in the Pope John Paul 11 Memorial Concert held at the Saint Agnes Cathedral in 
Rockville Center, New York on Sunday Oct 16, 2005. It was clear that Gary was one 
of the main and driving force behind this unique and commemorative events. A 
Jewish man arranges for the Muslims to participate in a concert honoring the late 
John Paul 11 and held in a Cathedral.-only in America. This in itself speaks 
volumes regarding Gary's vision, contacts and outreach. ICLI in the summer of 
2005 hosted a live transnational interfaith meeting at ICLI in which leaders from 
Israel, Palestine and Washington participated via the internet with the objective 
of bringing the various stakeholders from the Holy Land to a common platform, 
Gary's contributions and comments during this three hour meeting were very well 
received and appreciated. 

The Templeton award is a prestigious internationally respected testimony to the 
work of an individual who simply cares enough to make a difference. If you access 
the website of Pave the Way you will see that, through the work of Gary Krupp 
historic changes have taken place and advancement has occurred directly because 
of his 'work. 

I am delighted to write in support of Mr. Krupp, his ground breaking work needs 
and deserves to be recognized and the Templeton award would be an ideal avenue 
for that. His work in initiating gestures of good will, such as the largest 
Jewish audience in history to thank Pope John Paul I1 in January 2005, and the 
loan of the manuscripts of the Vatican Library to the State of Israel are major 
example of how gestures go much further then words. He has obtained a gift of 
digitizing process of the manuscripts for internal archiving for both the Vatican 
Library and the Franciscan Custody in the Holy Land. These are gestures that, one 
day, will open these enormous collections up for worldwide learning, this should 
also be acknowledged to the Templeton award committee. We in the Muslim community 
of New York have benefited enormously from Gary Krupp's wisdom, outreach and 
friendship and are delighted to support and endorse this nomination with great 
deal of enthusiasm. 

Thank you so much for your time and considering this request, as I remain, 

Most Since 1 ,Yours, &L - 
Y 
Khan 

Chairman Board of Trustees 

Islamic Center of Long Island. 



From the desk of Rabbi David Rasen 
Director of the Depurtment for Interreligious AfJnirs and 

rn Director of the Heilbrunn Institute fur lnlernalional 
NNI)= 

mwn lttterreligious Understanding 

February 5,2006 

To: The Templeton Award Committee 

It is my pleasure and honor to recommend Mr Gary Kwpp, KCSG, for the 
Templeton Prize. 

. In addition to being a Knight Commander of the Pontifical Order of St. 
Gregory the Great, he was also invested this year into the Anglican Order of 
St John. This recognition across Christian denominational boundaries attests 
to Mr 'KPUPP'S remarkable capacity to build bridges and obtain philanthropic 
support for noble causes across confessional'lines. 

His commitment and efforts lo highlighting shared values and ethical 
obligations in the different religious traditions has contributed significantly to 
Interfaith harmony and progress 

Sincerely, 

Chief Rabbi David Rosen, KCSG . 

- . , -, . . - - - . . ... - - 
IsraellMiddle East 0Itlce:'Beit Moses. 1 I Mesilat Yesharim St. . P.O. Box 37068 Jerusalem 91370 

Tel: 972-2-6255281 Far: 972-2-6256527 E-mail: rosend@ajc.org 
Head Office: The JacobBlaustein Building. 165 E.56St., NY. NY 10022-2746 Tel: 212-751-4000 fax: 212-891-4555 



Sir Sigmund Sternberg KCSG /P Star House 
104 - 8 Grafton Road 
London NW5 4BA 

Telephone 02074852538 
Facsimile 02074854512 
E-mail Sternbergmternberg-foundation.co.uk 

23 January 2006 

Templeton Prize Office 
Canyon Institute for Advanced Studies 
3300 West Camelback Road 
Phoenix, Arizona 850 17 
USA 

Gentlemen, 

Gary L. Krupp, awarded a Knight Commander in the Pontifical Order of St. Gregory the 
Great for his work to benefit the St. Pio di Pietrelcina Hospital, Casa Sollievo Della 
Sofferenza in Italy, is a simple man who realized that he could effect some very 
important changes in the course of events between the worlds' religions. This past July, 
Mr. Krupp's vision was further sustained by his investiture into the Anglican Order of 
St. John. 

Mr. and Mrs. Krupp formed Pave the Way Foundation to effect his vision of the 
commonality that exists between the world's religions. He uses the common message of 
the true benevolence of each faith to affect the overall goal that the religions must act 
universally to remove the abuse of religious dogma and the intentional 
misinterpretations of holy text as justification for acts of violence, hatred and bigotry, 
within each religion. This, Mr. Krupp believes, is the cause of every major conflict on 
earth. 

Mr. Krupp observed some of the practical obstacles that exist, between the faiths. His 
first targeted goal was to move the stalled diplomatic relations between Israel and the 
Holy See. Not bound by diplomatic protocol, Gary charged in to move both parties to 
seriously negotiate and he lobbied international support for this effort to move forward. 

Mr. Krupp also noted that if a gesture of good will, from one religion to another was 
initiated and completed, this would provide the opportunity to deliver the message of 
benevolence through the international media. As ignorance about one another is one of 
the biggest obstacles, such gestures of benevolence would teach each of us as well. This 
he accomplished by initiating the largest Jewish audience in history simply to thank the 
late Pope John Paul I1 for all he had done for relations with the Jewish people. On the 
other side, he initiated the first loan of Jewish manuscripts from the Vatican Library to 
the State of Israel. 



His work in initiating gestures of good will, such as the largest Jewish audience in 
history to thank Pope John Paul 11 January 2005, and the loan of the manuscripts of the 
Vatican Library to the State of Israel are major examples of how gestures go much 
further than words. He has obtained a gift of digitizing process of the manuscripts for 
internal archiving for both the Vatican Library and the Franciscan Custody in the Holy 
Land. He is also working hard on gestures between Muslims and the Christian Church as 
well. 

I thank you for your consideration. 

Yours sincerely, 

Sir Sigmund Sternberg ( 
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Mr. Gary L. Krupp KCSG
President: Pave The Way Foundation
253 W 35th St., 15th flr.
New York, NY 10001-1907
USA

Dear Mr. Krupp,

We acknowledge receipt of your fax dated June 6, 2007, and thank you for
taking the time to write to Prime Minister Ehud Olmert advising him of your
Foundation's worthy efforts to improve relations between the religions. We
heartily support your endeavors in this regard.

We also appreciate your warm words and compliments in regard to the
assistance and cooperation which you receive from the Ministry of Tourism, and
hope that you will continue to be in touch with them in your efforts to promote
and encourage tourism to Israel.

With warm greetings and best wishes from Jerusalem,

Slli:;clY, 10
Shalom T ourgeman
Foreign Policy Adviser
to the Prime Minister

02-5633769 :0j79 ,02-6705353/2 :'10 91919 D'71U11' ,il'lj7il ,3 179j7 'nl

3 Kaplan St. Hakirya, Jerusalem 91919, Israel. Tel: 972-2-6705353/2 Fax: 972-2-5633769



Ponlificia Universita
------.---_ .._ .•......_--_._---------_._._._~_ ...•.. , ....-._-------------
Antonianum

To Mr. Elliott Hershberg
The Chainnan

Pave the Way Foundation

Rome, 5 September 2007

Please permit me to write in support of the Pave the Way
Foundation and its founding President, Mr. Gary Krupp. As a
canon law professor in Rome, and an academic expert and
occasional adviser in the field of Church-State relations in the Holy
Land, specifically in Israel, I have followed closely the tremendous
efforts that they have been making, not unfruitfully, to support and
advance the process of nonnalising relations between the Catholic
Church and the State of Israel.

I witnessed the Foundation and its President, Mr. Krupp,
involving themselves in the matter, with the greates energy, in the
sad summer of 2003, when the process of dialogue and negotiation
- in the framework of the Bilateral Permanent Working
Commission between tire Holy See and the State of Israel was
abruptly halted by the inexplicable decision of the Israeli side - on

August 28, 2003 - to withdraw, without being available to speak of
an eventual resumption. Mr. Krupp, an American Jew,
characterised by an evident profound attachment to the Jewish
People and at the same time by a remarkable relationship with the
Catholic Church (resulting in high Papal honours) as well as
boundless energy and optimism, took it upon himself to work very
hard, relentlessly, to bring about the renewal of the dialogue, the
resumption of the talks. It was then that he started his ongoing
effort to sensitize Israeli and other Jewish leadership to the crucial
importance for the future of the Jewish Community of the

00"1IJS ROMA ITALY - Via Mcrulana, '124 - WWW-i1ntolliiln~lm.C)fm.org



friendship with the Catholic Church.
Israel agreed to return to the negotiating table in late April 2004,
and negotiations ·were actually resumed in the beginning of 1uly
that year. There is every reason to believe t hat Pave the Way made
a contribution to that outcome.

Since then too, the exceptional reputation of the Foundation,
and the unique ability of its President to speak: confidently - and
confidentially - to both sides of the relationship, have been
instrumental in helping the talks flow - helping, among other
things, to send and eXchange delicate yet very significant messages
between the negotiators.

After my three decades of personal involvement in advancing
Catholic-Israeli relations; I can say plainly that Pave the Way and
its President are truly unique in their commitment as well as their
abilities. They deserve to be very amply, generously and
consistently supported.

~~t?,~~(The Rev'd Dr.) David Jaeger, ofm,jcd tJ·



 
 
Professor Ole Danbolt Mjos 

Chairman, 

The Norwegian Nobel Committee  
Henrik Ibsens gate 51 
NO-0255    OSLO Norway 

 Dear Professor Mjos, 

 I am writing to you today to nominate Mr. Gary L. Krupp for the 2008 Nobel Prize for Peace. 
As a Professor of American Studies at Al Quds University, a Muslim of Palestinian lineage I 
wish to nominate Mr. Krupp who is a Jewish man working quietly and behind the scene for 
several years for international peace. Mr. Krupp has come to identify religious extremism in 
every faith and contributing factors of the media as forces which need to join the bandwagon for 
the promotion of world peace. 

 While there are literally thousands of worthy organization trying to make a difference, Gary 
Krupp’s work is very different. Not a wealthy man or a scholar but just a simple man who has 
come to realize that we must collectively come to recognize the cause and most prevalent tool 
used to justify conflict and violence. Mr. Krupp focuses on the dangers of religious extremism in 
all faiths, and how negative journalism and media fuels conflict. He recognizes the power of 
religion in a practical sense and uses his relations with religious leaders to advance this most 
important message. Mr Krupp recognized many years ago that if one institutes a gesture of good 
will he can use the positive warmth of that gesture to establish trust and in turn move the agenda 
of opposing religious zealots. He and his wife Meredith formed Pave the Way Foundation in 
order to promote his vision of a peaceful world.  

Mr Krupp a Jew, was knighted by two Pope’s and the Anglican Church for his humanitarian 
work and works hard to establish a peace network with international religious leaders worldwide. 
He has been credited with improving Vatican-Israeli relations by furthering the fundamental 
agreement establishing full diplomat ties thereby improving relations with the other religions in 
Israel. He has worked for the rights of the Greek Orthodox Church in Israel and travels 
extensively working to repair the rifts between the Macedonian, Ukrainian, Greek and Serbian 
Orthodox and Catholic Churches. In addition, he has been working very hard within the Islamic 
world with many positive gestures between Muslims and Jews and in supporting our own 
Wasatia Forum in Palestine, which focuses on positive approaches to promote Islamic 



 
 
moderation within Palestine. We hope to give the Palestinian people a real chance for 
establishment of an independent democratic Palestinian state rooted in peace with Israel. 

 Some enormous gestures that Gary Krupp initiated which have been felt world wide have been 
the following: He requested and was granted permission to bring the first loan of manuscripts 
from Maimonides from the Vatican Library to the Israel Museum in Jerusalem. Symbolically, 
Maimonides is revered by Christians, Muslims and Jews. He organized and sponsored the largest 
Jewish audience to simply thank Pope John Paul II for his work on religious reconciliation. He 
was able to obtain the Bodmer Papyrus, the Gospels of St. John and St. Luke written in 175 AD, 
through a private donor to be placed on permanent loan with the Vatican Library for world wide 
learning for the first time in history. He is working on building bridges of understanding with the 
Grand Mufti of Jerusalem and other important Islamic leaders worldwide, including the Islamic 
community in the United States. He is organizing events like a secular congress on religious 
extremism which will feature Jews meeting on Jewish extremism, Christians on Christian 
extremism and Muslims on Islamic extremism, in order to reach out to and raise the awareness of 
the secular rather than the religious world. He has sponsored many cultural and educational 
events to highlight awareness of the common messages of the religions of mercy and love, rather 
than hatred and bigotry. 

 His Pave the Way Foundation has now attracted people of like belief from the US, Italy, Israel 
,Poland ,Serbia, India and many other countries all working to end the use of religion for hatred 
and violence. 

I humbly suggest that Gary L. Krupp be considered for this the most prestigious prize which 
would focus world attention on his message. His work can be viewed on the website 
www.ptwf.org   

As I remain, 

 Most respectfully yours, 

  

 Professor Mohammed S. Dajani Daoudi  

 







Sr. Margherita Marchione, MPF
455 Western Avenue

Morristown, NJ 07960-9028
Tel. 973-538-2886 (Ext. 116); FAX: 973-539-9327

e-mail: Sr.Mar!!herita.Marcl1ione(jVATT.NET

December 20, 2007
Elliot Hershberg
Chairman
Pave the Way Foundation
47 Farrell Street
Long Beach, NY 11561

Dear Mr. Hershberg,

I wish to congratulate you and your Board of Directors on the

dedicated work of "Pave the Way Foundation."

You are probably aware of the fact that Pave the Way's

mission has included the fair and impartial opening to public

scrutiny the true facts of the Papacy of Pope Pius XII. With the help

of the Foundation, we hope to eliminate the historical inaccuracies

and distortions associated with his papacy.

Inaccuracies started as Soviet propaganda and has become a

fertile topic for fund-raising purposes. The net result has been the

demonizing of the one man responsible for saving more Jewish lives

then any other world leader.

I wish to acknowledge your work in eliminating this major

obstacle between Jews and Catholics. I look forward to participate

in the Symposium Pave the Way has proposed in order to finally tell

the true story.

With best wishes for a Blessed Christmas Season, I am

Sincerely,

/ .l.;; 711,:..,])~--/YJCA-,I-C~J'-
Sr. Margherita Marchione, Ph.D.
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SECRETARIAT OF STATE

FIRST SECTION - GENERAL AFFAIRS

N.76.441

Dear Mr. Krupp,

From the Vatican, 28 April 2008

I am pleased to acknowledge that I have received the facsimile'of the letter
which you sent to Msgr. Walter Brandmliller. I thank you for this summary of your
recent initiatives concerning the life of Pope Pius XII.

In this regard, I wish to extend a personal word of encouragement for your
work in advancing sound historical research into the activities of this Venerable
Pontiff to promote the common good.

With every good wish, I am

Yours sincerely,

Archbishop Fernando Filoni
Substitute

Mr. Gary L. Krupp
Pave the Way Foundation
47 Farrell Street

Long Beach, NY 11561-2603



ARCHDIOCESE OF BALTIMORE 

320 Cathedral Street Baltimore, Maryland 21201 410-547-5437 FAX. 410-727-8234 

L--+-- 

OFFICE OF THE CARDINAL 

October 6,2008 

Mr. Gary Krupp, President 
Pave the Way Foundation, Inc. 
253 W. 35th Street 1 5'h Floor 
New York, NY 10001 -1 907 

Dear Mr. Krupp, 

How delighted I am to know that the Symposium was much more 
successful than you had ever imagined it could be. 

The idea that Pope Pius XII, whom I saw on the day after my ordination as 
a priest, could lend his support to persecution of our Jewish friends is incredible. 

May the Lord help and bless all who support your work. 

With cordial wishes, I remain 

Very sincerely yours, . .  
& - - - k h P w  

Cardinal William H. Keeler 
Archbishop Emeritus of Baltimore 



ADDRESS OF HIS HOLINESS BENEDICT XVI
AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE SYMPOSIUM

ORGANIZED BY THE "PAVE THE WAY FOUNDATION"

Hall of the Swiss, Castel Gandolfo
Thursday, 19 September 2008

Dear Mr Krupp,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

I am happy to meet with you at the conclusion of the important symposium organized by the
Pave the Way Foundation. I know that many eminent scholars have participated in this
reflection on the numerous works of my beloved predecessor - the Servant of God Pope Pius
XII - accomplished during the difficult period around the time of the second world war. I
warmly welcome each of you especially Mr Gary Krupp, President of the Foundation, whom
I thank for the kind words expressed on your behalf. I am grateful to him for informing me
how your work has been undertaken during the symposium. You have analyzed without bias
the events of history and concerned yourselves only with seeking the truth. I also greet those
accompanying you on this visit, as well as your family members and loved ones at home.

The focus of your study has been the person and the tireless pastoral and humanitarian work
of Pius XII, Pastor Angelicus. Fifty years have passed since his pious death here at Castel
Gandolfo early on the ninth of October 1958, after a debilitating disease. This anniversary
provides an important opportunity to deepen our knowledge of him, to meditate on his rich
teaching and to analyze thoroughly his activities. So much has been written and said of him
during these last five decades and not all of the genuine facets of his diverse pastoral activity
have been examined in a just light. The aim of your symposium has been precisely to address
some of these deficiencies, conducting a careful and documented examination of many of his
interventions, especially those in favour of the Jews who in those years were being targeted
all over Europe, in accordance with the criminal plan of those who wanted to eliminate them
from the face of the earth. When one draws close to this noble Pope, free from ideological
prejudices, in addition to being struck by his lofty spiritual and human character one is also
captivated by the example of his life and the extraordinary richness of his teaching. One can
also come to appreciate the human wisdom and pastoral intensity which guided him in his
long years of ministry, especially in providing organized assistance to the Jewish people.

Thanks to the vast quantity of documented material which you have gathered, supported by
many authoritative testimonies, your symposium offers to the public forum the possibility of
knowing more fully what Pius XII achieved for the Jews persecuted by the Nazi and fascist
regimes. One understands, then, that wherever possible he spared no effort in intervening in
their favour either directly or through instructions given to other individuals or to institutions
of the Catholic Church. In the proceedings of your convention you have also drawn attention
to his many interventions, made secretly and silently, precisely because, given the concrete
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situation of that difficult historical moment, only in this way was it possible to avoid the
worst and save the greatest number of Jews. This courageous and paternal dedication was
recognized and appreciated during and after the terrible world conflict by Jewish
communities and individuals who showed their gratitude for what the Pope had done for

them. One need only recall Pius XII’s meeting on the 29th of November 1945 with eighty
delegates of German concentration camps who during a special Audience granted to them at
the Vatican, wished to thank him personally for his generosity to them during the terrible
period of Nazi-fascist persecution.

Ladies and Gentlemen, thank you for your visit and for the research you have undertaken.
Thanks also to the Pave the Way Foundation for its ongoing activity in promoting
relationships and dialogue between religions, as witnesses of peace, charity and
reconciliation. It is my great hope that this year, which marks the fiftieth-anniversary of my
venerated predecessor’s death, will provide the opportunity to promote in-depth studies of
various aspects of his life and his works in order to come to know the historical truth,
overcoming every remaining prejudice. With these sentiments I invoke upon you and the
proceedings of your symposium an abundance of divine blessings.

© Copyright 2008 - Libreria Editrice Vaticana
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Illustre Dottore,

Dal Vaticano, 05 Novembre 2008

La ringrazio vivamente del suo gentile invio del Volume "Pope Pius XII" suI

Simposio internazionale celebrato in Roma da Pave the Way con vivo e giusto

successo, quale la santa memoria di un Pontefice veramente Sommo, Pio XII merita.

La piu grande riconoscenza per questa affermazione di giustizia e santita resa al

Pontefice che fu padre del mio sacerdozio e del mio Episcopato.

Con viva cordialita.

IIIustre

Dr. Piero Laporta
Presidente della Fondazione "Pave the Way"
253 W 35th St. _15th Floor

New York, NY 10001
U.S.A.

00120 Citta del Vaticano
00193 Roma - Via delia Conciliazione, 15
Tel. 68.30.71 .81 - 68.64.728 - Fax 68.33.974



Pave the Way Foundation
Awards and Gifts



Top down from Left to right:
Jerusalem medal from the Franciscan Custody of the Holy Land, Al Aqsa Fatwa from the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem, Order of
Knighthood from the Anglican Church-St John of Jerusalem, Medal from the Greek Orthodox Patriarch of Jerusalem, Tree of Life
award from the Jewish National Fund, Special Star of David made by Palestinians in Bethlehem, Vatican's Servitor Pacis Award(
Servant of Peace), Old Friends New friends for help with the concert in Venice for Hospital of St. Padre Pio, Order of Knighthood
by Pope John Paul II, Medal of Peace given by Pope John Paul II, Rosaries given by Pope John Paul II and Pope Benedict XVI,
Order of Knighthood by Pope Benedict XVI, Humanitarian Award given by The New Seminary United Nations, Nostre Aetate
award awarded by Sacred Heart Universities Center for Christian Jewish Understanding. Bronze Statues of Padre Pio given by
the Hospital of St. Padre Pio Cross given by the Macedonian Orthodox Church, Original relic of St Pio Pietrelcino given by the
hospital of St. Padre Pio, Oil Painting given to and painted by Israeli Ambassador to the Holy See- H.E. Amb. Oded Ben-Hur,
Benemerenti Medal of Good works from the Sacred Military Constantinian Order of St George.



Dal Vaticano, 05 Novembre 2008 

Illustre Dottore, 

La ringrazio vivamente del suo gentile invio del Volume "Pope Pius XII" sul 

Simposio internazionale celebrato in Roma da Pave the Way con vivo e giusto 

successo, quale la santa memoria di un Pontefice veramente Sornmo, Pio XI1 merita. 

Con viva cordialita. 

La piu grande riconoscenza per questa iiffermazione di giustizia e santita resa a1 

Fiorenzo 

I 

Illustre 
Dr. Piero Laporta 
Presidente della Fondazione "Pave the Way" 
253 W 35th St. -15'~ Floor 
New York, NY 1000 1 
U.S.A. 

Pontefice che fb padre del mio sacerdozio e del mio Episcopato. 

001 20 Citta del Vaticano 
001 93 Roma - Via della Concillazione, 15 
Tel. 68.30.71.81 - 68.64.728 - Fax 68.33.974 
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Mr. Gary Krupp, KC*SG
President

Pave the Way Foundation
253 W 35th Street - 15th Floor

New York, NY 10001-1907
U.S.A.

Dear Gary,

April 3, 2009

In looking back over my accumulated correspondence, I have discovered
several e-mails from you, with copies of articles regarding the efforts of Pope Pius XII
to save the lives of many Jews. You have no idea how grateful I and many others are
for the efforts of you and your wife truly to do justice to the memory of Pius XII and
his efforts on behalf of the Jewish people. Thank you, thank you, thank you!

Will you be in Israel with Pope Benedict? I hope to be. Let us pray that his
VISIt goes well. I have happy memories of dinner with you and your wife in
Jerusalem.

May God continue to bless you and your family!

Shalom,

Cardinal Foley
Grand Master

Equestrian Order of the Holy Sepulchre of Jeru

JPF/am

00120 CITrA DEL VATICANO TEL. 066828121 - 06682812203 FAX 0668802298
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SECRETARIAT OF STATE

N.102.010

Dear Mr. Krupp,

From the Vatican, 5 June 2009

His Holiness Pope Benedict XVI has asked me to thank you for the kind letter which
you sent to him on behalf of the Pave the Way Foundation following his recent Pilgrimage
to the Holy Land. He deeply appreciates your thoughtful gesture.

His Holiness trusts that his visit will contribute to the important efforts being made
by men· and women of good will throughout the Middle East to promote .dialogue,
understanding, justice and reconciliation in the lands held sacred by Jews, Christians and
Muslims alike.

With prayerful good wishes, the Holy Father invokes upon you and your assoCiates
Almighty God's blessings of wisdom, strength and peace.

Yours sincerely,

Secretary of State

Mr. Gary L. Krupp
President

Pave the Way Foundation
47 Farrell Street

Long Beach, NY 11561-2603








